Exchange Information
Basic information for interested exchanges

Basic Information
Coin Name

Electronic Gulden

Coin Symbol

EFL

Coin Website

https://e-gulden.org/

Github link

https://github.com/Electronic-Gulden-Foundation/egulden

Logo
https://github.com/Electronic-Gulden-Foundation/egulden/blob/
master/src/qt/res/icons/bitcoin.png
White paper Link

-

Blockchain Explorer

https://chainz.cryptoid.info/efl/

Linux Wallet Link
ses

https://github.com/Electronic-Gulden-Foundation/egulden/relea

Country

Netherlands / Global

Coin positioning
How will your digital currency be utilized in our daily life? In what area will
your product apply to?
The Electronic Gulden aims to be the core digital currency of The Netherlands.
What is the core value of your digital currency?
The Electronic Gulden focuses on education and adoptation in The Netherlands. It is
fully open source. The Electronic Gulden is hardened against attacks that are inherent
to a mining-minority community coin by the OERUShield. Risk of for instance double
spend attacks is minimal.
https://e-gulden.org/index.php/The_e-gulden_oerushield

Team

Please introduce the main founder of your project
The main founders have released the Electronic Gulden and have distanced
themselves from the project for various reasons. The Electronic Gulden Foundation has
taken up the task of supporting the Electronic Gulden development and adoptation.
The Electronic Gulden Foundation currently consists of:
Dennis Ruhe
Gerrit Oerlemans

Please introduce the past of the technical team
Dennis Ruhe
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dennis-ruhe-56424a67/
Gerrit Oerlemans
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gerritoerlemans/
Do you have an outside consultant? If yes, please explain briefy
None official. Various private indivuals and companies that are personally invested in
the future of the Electronic Gulden regularly give us advice.
Are there any of your team members involved in other projects of digital
currencies?
No

Investors/Partners
Do you have an investor or project partner? If so, please introduce
The Electronic Gulden is free to use by anyone. There are various individuals and
companies that have expressed interest in the Electronic Gulden. They are free to
invest in the coin and build integrations.

Token/Coin

Why would the value increase over time?
We believe there will be demand for community coins for various reasons. First of all
the Bitcoin blockchain does not need to be bloated by local transactions. It is too
valuable and therefore expensive. If everyone in the world is to use Bitcoin the
blockchain will fll up fast regardless of projects like Lightning. We choose to follow
Bitcoin closely to remain compatible and interchangeable with Bitcoin.
Secondly there is no need for a community to bind themselves economically with the
rest of the world. Bitcoin is quite volatile and events in for example China afect
Bitcoin heavily and therefore the rest of the (Bitcoin) world.
Third we believe all communities have their own requirements as to what their
currency should be able to do. Community coins enable local adaptations to protocols
without the need to convince the rest of the world about a certain feature.
What is the current market cap of your digital currency?
As this information is highly volatile we refer you to
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/e-gulden/
Total premine hold
https://e-gulden.org/index.php/premine
Which exchanges are your coin currently trading on?
Bittrex
Cryptopia
Novaexchange
Please provide Instructions on how to integrate your wallet
The Electronic Gulden is fully compatible with Bitcoin. Running an e-Gulden wallet
should be no diferent than a Bitcoin wallet.

Community
Facebook Link
https://www.facebook.com/groups/EFLFoundation/

https://www.facebook.com/EFLFoundation/
Twitter Link
https://twitter.com/eguldenfoundati
How many people are there in your community?
That is hard to say. There are over twice as much active EFL nodes as Bitcoin nodes in
The Netherlands (resp. 1200 and 500). A lot of them belong to the so-called ‘silent
majority’.
-

1736 twitter followers
~400 facebook likes
~400 facebook group members
~400 forum members

